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Lets peel back the value protectionist curtain for 

the Court and discuss why the government has 

shutdown a second time, the Company's 

transition, and critical aspects of the legal 

situation so that the Court, Company, and public 

may have clear transparent insight. Lets begin 

with why the government has shut down. Simply, all the value wire dragnets, social media scams, and money 

in the world can't deny the $291Billion dollar reality of the Quantum - Trump border wall, and other solutions. 

If the Quantum - Trump border wall creates U.S. - Mexico economic stability, offsets the price of healthcare, 

and supplements the U.S. Treasury than why is it a bad thing? Its not, but the reason there has been extremely 

limited coverage regarding the solutions is that Warren Buffett, Berkshire Hathaway Inc. don't want the public 

to know. Why? Because in recent undisputed landmark legal action Warren Buffett has been exposed wanting 

David Alger murdered in the September 11, 2001 attacks on the World Trade Center, and orchestrated those 

attacks through improperly formed monopoly of Berkshire Hathaway Inc. As many of you know this 

murdered my cousin Peter C. Frank who worked for David Alger. So the real reason why the government is 

shut down, and no one in America knows about the solutions, is because Berkshire Hathaway Inc. is holding 

the media and government hostage to cover up criminality. Every time I deliver a solution on the scale that 

should receive modest recognition from the government allowing me to take the position earned so I can move 

away from the hyper depressed social security disability value scam, Warren Buffett and aligned value entities 

swoop in and hold the economy hostage in the form of a shutdown until 

the government gives into the value scam predicated on the promise of 

some social media scam that if given one more month with just the right 

amount of Constitutional abuse, graft, malversation, and corruption will 

entrap and murder me off. Its been seven years now, and I'm still here. 
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Why will no one admit this fact? I guess with $291Billion dollar 

a year solutions I feel more confident in expressing the reality, 

which is another reason why I should be leading you forward. 

Come on people. You know I'm a man of humble and modest 

means, but the solutions are the solutions, and the criminality is 

the criminality. There is no way around these simple provable facts now that the 'in house counsel 

Constitutional abuse scams have been exposed' through my various writings. I think that me having to run 

for public office just to have a company, Constitutional rights, and not be forced onto social security 

disability is insanity. What will everyone say one the dust settles, and the value Kook stalker scam is exposed 

against the $291Billion dollar wire dragnet reality? 'O' we didn't know' or 'We were misinformed', 'We don't 

know what your talking about', etc...  This is very expensive criminality. Moving on, the Company's 

transition to Quantum Corporation could be going better, but is in line with reasonable expectations. As 

many of you know Makan Delrahim has been contacted several times about why Time Warner Inc. moved 

to sell to AT&T amidst accounting fraud, and the mounting liability owed to me from blocking Billions of 

dollars in energy project sales. By now the DOJ has throughly vetted the legal situation, but that doesn't 

mean Jeffery Bewkes can take a $291Billion dollar hint saving himself and the Company the global 

embarrassment. Nor does it mean that I will not have to take legal action against the DOJ. Some of you that 

are reading this are smart people, and can do the math. You have seen the solutions like Air Time for Equity 

be passed up so the Governors brother can get another time slot. Its not that its a bad show or that New York 

will not receive special budgetary considerations for 2024 respective of the energy from the solution, its just 

that its being done to cover up the criminality so 

Jeffery Bewkes isn't rightfully indicted. Not one 

time has Jeffery Bewkes picked up the phone to 

call to say, "Hey you might be on to something
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there, but...", and has sat in a value duck and cover position 

executing more and more wire fraud, which has failed. Is

that not what everyone else sees? No, I'm not coming to the 

table with 100K new employees or an $85Billion dollar 

value checkbook to buy up my buddy from Ernst and 

Young's accounting fraud, but I am coming to the table 

with a $291Billion dollar solution that allows the Company 

to shift its wire fraud based business model to one of clean 

energy. I'm coming to the table with Air Time for Equity, which will create over a million new jobs in the 

next decade. I'm not just complaining, I'm coming to the table with solutions that will place the Company 

in a superior market position indefinitely ahead of our corporate peers. Does that make sense to everyone? 

I'm not paying a dime for Time Warner Inc. because of the criminality, but I am setting forth a superior 

course of action for the Company through the solutions, which ends up being over a $200Billion dollar 

better deal. This is the precise legal understanding I have with the DOJ, and the disclosure the Company 

should make to its shareholders. When a rare legal situation like this occurs, where Time Warner Inc. has 

no ability to repay there is no need for board approval because approval becomes at the discretion of the 

company to which the liability is owed. Hopefully that addresses most of everyones concerns in the type of 

transparent context the Court, public, and shareholders should reasonably expect. I know that the 

ambiguity of this situation has caused many of you unnecessary upset, and when you come to terms with 

the past seven years, I will be here to help guide you just as I have done this morning, and just as I have 

done in the past. On another note. Its seems that Amazon - Whole Foods and Goop are at least half 

interested in the Eco-conscious opportunity, which will help the 

Company execute various promotional strategies supporting 

various causes through a positive collaboration. Thank you.

Mouse
Tra
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